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Abatmet: The SnfHe, t~46 and TefHe, t)I maclions to the g.a. iaob$ric analog states (IAS) of
r is, rra, r rs,ir7. irs. iis. iso, iss, assn and rsa, iss . iss. iss . isolehaus been studied at B = 0°
sad EfHe) ~ 45.9 MeV. The Coulomb displacement energies decrease momslowly than A'~
indicating that the rma radius of the nuclear matter distribution increases mom slowly than
A~. The total widths of the IA3 am 10 to 60 koV and exhibit a pronounced odd-A oven-A va-
riation cormlated with the excitation and decay energies ofthe FAS. Estimates of the decay and
spreadingwidths have bean obtained, withthe latter yielding an isoapia-mixing matrix element
of about 1 keV. The fHe, t) cross sections at 0° appear to be directly misted to (P, n) total
cross sections for the 0+ IAS. The croBS :galena for the Sn~Sb and To-I isotopes, in contrast
to accepted expressions, depend in a complicated manner on the neutron excess. A microscopic
analysis gives as effective interactionWm 1 fm' 1) of Yt . t = 11 f4 MeV. This is smaller than
values obtai~d from analyses offHe, t) reactions on nuclei with A~ 90, if one assumes a
simple direct charge-exchange medics .

NUCLEAR REACTION3 iis, ua . iis.lr7, iis.Li9. uo . iss . rsagn,
i:a. iss . iss. iss. rsoTe(sH0.t)~ E - 45.9 MeV; measural a(E,, 8 = 0°) .

r ts . ria, iie. ~ i~:uB . ~i9, iso, iss. isagb~

	

iss, iss. us, rsB, isol

	

deduced IAS, Coulomb
displacement energies, I: Enrkhed targets, magnetic spectrometer .

1. Introdaction

While much is known about isobaric analog states (lAS) of the odd-A isotopes in
the Sn-Te region, data for the even-A nuclei are sparse . This is because in proton
resonance experiments'_ a), hitherto the main source of data on IAS in this mass
region, mainly analogs of odd-A systems (proton plus even-A target) have been
studied.
We have used the ('He, t) reaction on the targets iis. rra, r rs. rr ~, rta. t r 9: r~ o.rzs.

`~`Sn and 1 Z a, tzs,. rze, rsa, rsoZ"e to obtain information on the IAS of even-A as well
as some odd-A. Sn and Te isotopes . .The (3He,. t) reaction (particularly at BL = 0°)
has several advantages over the alternate (P, n) reaction for the study .of IAS. The
energy resolution of S 20 $ev is usually much better, permitting accurate determi-
nation of Coulomb energies and IAS widths . Furthermore, at forward angles the
background from compound nucleus decay is much smaller relative to the IAS

t Work supported in part by USERDA Contract E-(11-1}2167.
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allowing accurate measurements of the iAS centroid and cross section. Information
on the even-A isotopes is particularly valuable since these nuclei are stable andhave
been studied extensively by other means. Thus empirical charge distributions and
nuclear wave functions are often available.

The measurements were made with a 45.9 MeV 3He++ beam from The University
of Michigan 83 inch cyclotron. Tritons from the (3He, t) reaction were detected at
9L = 0° using the arrangement shown in fig. 1 . The incident beam after passing
through the target was bent and stopped in an aluminum baffle placed in the first
analyzing magnet . The tritons, which are much more rigid magnetically, wen de-
tected in the focal plane ofeither the first (AMl) or second (AM2) analyzing magnet .

FiB. 1 . Experimental set-up for 0° measurements .

The latter . permitted measurements with large dispersion (6 keV/mm) and complete
dispersion matching so as to cancel beam energy spread. Môst of the data were ob-
tained with a single calibrated solid-state position-sensitive detector (PSD) with an
active length of S cm. Particle identification wasmade utilizing thePSDenergy signal
and a position signal obtained by analog division of the %E and E signals . A few
spectra were also obtained with a 2S cm long position-sensitive proportional counter
and scintillator. Here energy loss and time-of-flight served to identify particles.
Both detector systems cleanly separated tritons from all other reaction products,
mainly deuterons.



The targets investigated are listed in table 1. The areal densities were determined
from the energy loss of a-particles from an a~ource or by elastically scattering 46
MeV 3He (B,, Z 9°) and comparing with optical model calculations for the cross
sections . The latter, however, were not purely Rutherford (a S 0.9 c~) so that some
uncertainty is therefore introduced. We estimate that the px values listed in table 1
are accurate to t10 ~ for Sn and t15 % for Te .
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T~ 1
Targets

') supplied by Isotope Sake Division of Union Carbide Corporation, Oak Ridge National Labo-
ratory, Oak Ridge, Term ., USA.

°) Estimated error: Sn isotopes f10 ~; Te isotopesf15 ~.

The beam energy was determined using the momentum crossover technique `).
Triton and deuteron groups arising from the reactions a°Ca(3He, t)4°Sc(E= = 0.772
MeV) and 37C1(3He, d)38Ar(E= = 4.877 McV)were recorded in nuclear emulsions
at 6,, = 0° . With the Q-values taken from the compilation of Endt and Van tier
Leun s), the moments of the two reaction products coincide at a bombarding energy
Eme = 45.952t0.004 MeV. The beam energy was determined to be 45.902t0.010
MeV from the observed relative peak positions. The estimated uncertainty .includes
the stated uncertainties in the calibration Q-values s) : Measurements of the beam
energy on different occasions using this technique yielded values which were repro-
ducible to within 5 keV.
With the beam energy fixed the 3 'Cl(3He,d)38Ar reaction leading to states in

38Ar at 2.168, 4.877, and 5.552 MeV was used to calibrate the spectrograph over the
range of magnet excitation used in the (3He, t) IAS measurements. The excitation
energies of these states are all known s) to less than 1 keV. The relationship between
optio-axis momentum and spectrograph field (as measured by a fixed NMR probe)
wasfound to be linear within the uncertainty introduced in determing peak positions
(E/dE ~ 20000) .
The energy resolution obtained with the PSD system was 20 to 30 keV (FWHM),

depending on target thickness, which permitted peak centroid measurements to

Nucleus Enrichment')
(%)

px °)
(~al~s)

Nucleus Enrichment')
i/)

px~)
G~Slcm')

iissn 72 .3 370 isssa 92.3 350
iissa 72.3 60 's4Sn 94.7 400
ii4sn 51 .7 400 's~I'e 91 .9 50
l'°sn 95.7 240 iseTe 91 .2 90
11'Sn 84.2 300 issTe 9B .7 32
iiasn 96 .6 570 's~I'e 99.2 56
l' 9sn 84 .5 335 iaoTe 99 .5 47
uosn 98 .4 290
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better than t6 keV (t 1 mm). Most ofthe errors in determination oftho triton ener-
gies arose from unoertaintios in the beam energy and comaxions for energy loss in
the target (see subsect. 3:2).
The total beam current on target was deduced using a monitor detector whichwas

calibrated before and after each 0° run with the Faraday cup in place.

3.1 . SPECTRA

20 ~o eo eo ioo ~xo wo iso
Channel

Flg. 2. A 1'43n('He, t) 1"Sb spectrum, obtained with a proportioml counter, in the e+e~ioa of ex
citation in "43b eo~pected for the "43n Q.s. IA3. Rte Indicate the calculated position (and enemy)

of "~3n excited IA3.

~. n a

A position spectrum for the 1 ~4Sn(3He, t)t24Sb reaction at 6,, s 0° is shown in
fig. 2. This was obtained with a proportional counter in the focal plane of AM1 and
covers about 4 MeYexcitation energy in iusb including the exported position of the
g.s . analog of t2~Sn.Asingle triton group, assumedto arise fromthat state, dominates
the spectrum. We indicate in fig. 2 the positions exported for the 2+ and 0+, 2+, 4+
excited analog states of t=4Sn. At BL = 0° they are populated, if at all, several times
more weakly than the 0+ IAS. This result is not unexpected as l = 0transitions are
espocially favorod at BL ~ 0° .

Spectra fortu. izs.ta.oTe(3He, t) to the g.s. IAS in t~'.tzs,ia oI are shown is fig . 3.
They were obtained with a 1?SD in AM2 and each spectrum spans about 270 keV.
We observe the following features for both the Sn and Te targets: The widths, T,
of the IAS in general increase with increasing A for the even-d as well as the odd-A
nuclei, but the widths in the odd-d nuclei are typically 1} to 2 times larger than those
of the adjacent even-A nuclei : Also, the 0° cross sections increase with increasing
target mass .



20l>,

Fa. 3. Ground state TA3 of iss, ise, isore ob~ed for Te('Iie, t)I at 8 = 0°. 7he data were ob-
tained with a single solidratate i?SD and span about 270 keV excitation energy.

The even-odd effect observed in the widths is not due to unresolved low-lying
excited analogs ofthe odd-Atargets. In "~Sn and 1~~Sn excited analogs, which should
have been cleanly resolved, were searched for and observed to have < 10 ~ of the
strength ofthe g.s . .!` _ ~+ or 0* IAS (1= 0).



") Spin and parityofparent state l's) . The Coulomb energies are those for the lowest-lying states
of the indicated J', which are not nece~arily the parent ground state .

') Absolute erro;, f20 keV; relative error, . f10 keV (see teat).
") Total width ofthe indicated IAS assumiâg a Lorentzian line shape and corrected for the experi-

mental resolution. Total errof is f9 keV; relative error, f5 .keV.
~) Unless otherwise noted, the dF~ values aro from .the compilation ofW. J. Courtney andJ. D.

Fox, At. Data andNud. Data Tables 13 (1975) 141 adjusted slightly using recent neutron separation
anagies'). Errors are given in parentheses.
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.
") dEc values from the proton decay energies ofrof. ") and neutron separation energies ofref.').

Errors are given in parentheses .
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Theta 2
Coulomb flirplso~ant and IAS widths

Pair A J' ") Thin work Other work
dEc ~) r ") dEc ~)
(keV) (ke~ (ke~ .

3n-Sb 112 0* 14019 26 13968 (SOr)
113 }* 13948 (19)
114 0* 13940 10 13889 (SOr)
115 }* 13896 (17)
116 0* 13861 34 13860(ZO)
117 }* 13810 38 13804 (9)
118. 0* 13789 26 13774 (8)
119 }* 13728 39 13740 (8)

}* 13738 (15)
120 0* 13729 32 13701 (7)
121 }* 13681 (14)

}* 13668 (11)
122 0* 13667 35 13644 (SOp)
123 }* 13613 (12)

}* 13607 (12)
124 0* 13596 33 13561 (SOr)
125 }* 13565 (16)

}* 13361 (13)
To-I 123 }* 14122 (20)

124 0* 14098 22
125 }* 14065 49 14063 (14)

}* 14062 (14)
126 0* 14038 24 14061 (20)
127 }+ 14010 (12)

14005 (12)
128 0* 13983
129 }+ 13935 (14)

13954 (14)
130 0* 13937 37
131 }+ 13910 (11)

}* 13900 (11)



3.2. COULOMB DL4i:'I:.ACSMBNT 1rNERGIEB

The Coulomb displacement energies for the Sn-Sb and To-I g.s . IAS pairs have
been deduced from the experimental (3He, t) ¢values with

where d ~ 764 keY is the Coulomb displacement energy s) between 3He and 3H.
The total uncertainty in the absolute dF,e values is estimated to be ±20 keV. The
relative dF.c values are accurate to f10 keV, however. Our data are presented in
table 2, together with other results. The latter are mostly Coulomb energies deduced
from energies presented in a recent tabulation combined with the latest neutron
separation energies ~). Overall, the different sets of Coulomb energies agree within
quoted errors, although our values tend to be systematically larger, particularly
when compared with the (p, np) results. In this regard an independent, more direct
measurement of the ~°Ca(3He, t) ¢value, which was used as one of our main cali-
bration points, would be useful.
The dEc values (table 2) are observed to decrease less rapidly than the expected

A-} dependence . This behavior can be seen more clearly by plotting dEc-dE~°
wheredE~° is calculated from a semi-empirical formula assuming a spherical charge
distribution . We have used a)

where Z< is the atomic number of the target . The difference dEc-d~u is shown
in fig . 4 for the Snob and Te-I data for the J~ _ ~+ and 0 + IAS. The maximum
deviations from eq. (3.2) are about 80 keV in the extreme cases .
Odd-even variations in dEcare generally small. TheCoulomb energies for the odd-

A Sn-Sb and Te-I J~ _ ~}+ pairs typically differ by less than 20 keV from neighboring
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dEc~° _ (1389Z~ -2041)/A} keV,

	

(3.2)

l12 ia ss i~ izo ~ ~ ns i2s qo ~
A

FiB. 4. Difforences betweon axperimental and calculated Coulomb diaplacemcnt enar8ies [eq .
(3 .2)]. Filled circles : this expermmnat ; open circles : other experiments; 1" = 0* or }* (table 2) .

The solid lines connect values for adjacent isotopes aad are only to fluide the eye.
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even-A, J` = 0+ pairs, although they do appear to be consistently lower (fig. 4). A
similar situation applies to the J` a ~+ pairs as the Coulomb energies for these
nuclei are identical, within errors, to those for J` ~ ~+ (table 2).
An interpretation ofthe Coulomb energy data is presented in sect. 4.

3.3 . IA3 WIDTHS

Total intrinsic widths, T, of the IAS have been deduced from the observed peak
widths (see figs. 2 and 3) by unfolding the experimental line-widths arising from
detector resolution ; energy stragglingin the target, etc. Uneurtainti~ is thisprocedure
limit the accuracy in Tto t9keV, where the lines are assumed to have a Lorentzian
shape. Relative changes in I' should be accurato to f5 keV, however. The total
intrinsic widths T so obtained are listed in table 2 and compared in fig. 5 with other
data, mostly from proton s-wave analog state resonances 1 _s). Thethree overlapping
points t l' . t t9Sn-Sb and t~'To-I agrce within the assigned errors.

3.4. THE (°He, t) CR033SECTIONS

Fia. 3. Total width of IAS. Filled circles : this experiment ; open circle: other experiments''').
Even-A : J* = 0* ; odd-A: J~ m }+. The lima connect widths for aajaoent isotopes and are only to

Guide the eye.

Aa seen in fig . 5 and in the raw data (fig. 3), there is a pronounced odd-A even-A
variation of the 1--values. The widths for the odd-A nuclei (s-wave resonanoes, J`
a jr+) are typically 10 to 30 keV larger than for adjacent even-A IAS. The widths
for the even-A as well as tho odd-A nuclei tend to increase with Increasing A within
the two isotopic sequences . The A-dependence of l is closely correlated with the
excitation andbinding energies ofthe IiAS . This relation will be discussed in subsect .
4.2 .

The (3He, t) cross sections leading to the g.s . YASmeasured at BL = 0° is shown in
fig . 6 as a function of neutron excess. Also displayed are (p, n) and (p, np) total cross
suctions 9-t t), ps expected . the ('H~,.t), (p, . n) and (p, np) cross sections are closely
related.
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4.1 . COULOMB DISPLACEMENT ENERß1BS
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A simple charge-exchange mechanism between equivalent nucleons predicts 12 ) a
(N-Z)/A" variation ofthe (3He, t) and (p, n) cross sections where n 2. In fig. 6
we have included a curve with an (N-Z)/A2 dependence, normalized to llasn. The
charge-exchange cross sections increase faster than (N-Z)/A2 for N-Z < 18 and
then remain constant for N-Z ~ 18. The (3He, t) data for Te are less accurate than
those for Sn due to the increased peak widths (fig. 3) and other experimental uncertain-
ties . (The Sn-Sb data are mostly the result of two or more independent measure-
ments.) , .

~ m w~ u u
p

	

N4. 16 ~ 20 22 24 2s 28
(N,Z)

Is

12 q

0

3s

Fi=8 6. The (sHe, t) cross sectionato° (left scale) and (p, n) total anse section (right scale). Filled
circles aced sgnaresf (sHe, t) ta 8"s. TAS for Sn-SbandTo-Iisotopes (this work); opentriangles: (p, n)
or (p.nP) measurement °-' 1 ) . The curve represents as (1V-~/A' depandanoe, arbitrarily

normalimd for i'sSn.

The change in the dependence with N-Z of the cross sections near A ~ 118 is
possibly correlated with systematic changes oocuring in the values of dEc and T in
this mass region (see figs . 4and 5) . This may indicate a shell effect and will be investi-
gated below. It should be noted that in this mass region the (3He, t) and (P, n) cross
sections are not, as is often assumed in analysis of (p, np) data lo.ll), simple funo-
lions of (N-Z)/d2.

Thefollowing expression for the Coulomb displacement energies in heavy (N # Z)
IIuClel haS been Used 13-16) :

Here d~ is the direct term, d~ is the exchange term, dEc°' is the electromagnetic
spin-orbit energy, andd~ represents the remaining (small) corrections to dEc.
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The dominant, direct term is given by is-is)

d~ = 2T~Vc~r)Pe~(r~3r~

	

(4.2)

where Vc(r) is the target Coulomb potential andp�,(r) is the density distribution of
the neutronexcess : Expressions forthe other terms can be found in the literature 1s. is)
Application i~~ is) of eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) to the experimental Coulomb energies for
the Sn and Te isotopes yields information about the rms radii ofp,s,(r). The result,
kceping only the first three terms of eq . (4.1), is

where <rp)} is the measured rms radius ofthe proton point distributions i'). Combi-
ning <r~)} with the measured proton radii yields

for the difference between neutron and proton distributions rms radii. Here we
assume that the proton and N = Z core neutron distributions have the same rms
radii. This is a crucial assumption and renders the result eq . (4.4) model dependent.
The uncertainties in eqs. (4.3) and (4.4) are large owing to unreliable estimates for

the correction terms d~ appearing in eq. (4.1). Some of the problems in evalu-
ating «l. (4.1) may be circumvented by considering instead the isotope shifts b(dF.c)
in the Coulomb e~rgies. Such a procedure also exploits the high relative accuracy
of the measured values of dF.c (sx table 2). ,

It is easy to show from eq. (4.1) that 1 s)

If the isotope shifts in dam, dEd°', etc. are ignored, one obtains

8.((r~)}) ~ _ Ca(rp)}
+2 b(dEc)J

(r~,)~

	

(rP)}

	

dEc
(4.S)

where it is assumed that <r~)~ ~ <rp)}. Mon precise expressions are available'e)

The isotope shift coeiücient y for a quantity Xis usually defined by

3A bX
y ~ --,X SN

where aN is the change in.~utron number N. The quantity y thus indicates the rela-
tive change in Xwith N. Specifically, it denotes the exponent is
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Thus y = t1 describes an Ate dependence of X. Eq . (4.5) implies that

We present in fig. 7 the y,~ values calculated from the isotope shift ofthe experi-
mental dEc values between the even-A pairs A-2 and A. Also .presented in fig. 7 are
the ya values measured for the proton distribution l'). As indicated in fig. 7, the dEc
values decrease somewhat less than A-}, i.e. ~y~ is less than unity for most pairs. The
radii of the proton distribution however, increase at a rate much slower than Af
(approximately A}).
The variation in y for <r~)~ deduced using eqs. (4.5) and (4.6) is shown in fig . 8.

Here y is > 1, i.e ., as neutrons are added the rms radius of the neutron excess in-
creases more rapidly than A}. This result is in sharp contrast to the dependence on N
of the rms radius ofthe proton distribution which increases much more slowly. Such
effects are not unreasonable sinceNis increasing whileZremains constant . Limits on
the variation with N of (rm)}, the rms radius of the nuclear matter distribution can
also be obtained as follows : Using values of 8(r,~~,)} and b(rv)} (fig . 8), we assume
that the rms radius of the N= Z core neutrons changes no faster than <r=,)} and
no slower than <rp)~, i.e .,

b(rP)~ ~ S(rô��)} 5 S(rK,)}.

	

(4.7)
The isotope shifts, yp and y,=, appropriately weighted by N and Z, can then be

combined to yield the isotope shiftt ym of the rms radius of the nuclear matter distri-
bution . Our results are shown in fig. 9, where the two curves represent the limits set
by eq. (4.7). The analysis of dEc values thus indicates that the radius of the nuclear
matter distribution increases more slowly than A}for the Sn andTe isotopes, particu-
larly if one assumes ö(rQ�,,,)~ ~ b<rp)~. The latter assumption is probably the most
realistic one within the limits set by eq . (4.7). It therefore appears that the mass
radius increase is much less than A} ( A}). Similar effects have been observed in
the Ca, Ti andCr isotopes i 9) . It is known, however, that nuclear saturation requires
that, on the average, <rô)} increases as A}. Based on the data shown in fig. 9, one
would conclude that <rm)~ must increase faster than A} in other mass regions. We
have extended our (3He, t) measurements to the deformed rare earth nuclei and
preliminary results have been reported s°).
We have compared our results for 8(<r~,)}) andy�,.with calculations made using

a Woods-Saxon potential. The N-Z excess neutrons were placed in 3sß, 2d.ß, lh~,
2dß and lg~ orbitals with occupation probabilities given by HCS theory (see subsect.
4.3). Several extremes were considered : the potential radios, Rte , was varied as A}
(y�"s 1, curves (a) and (c)) or, alternatively, R�B was. kept constant (y,vs ~ 0,
curve (b)). Z`he results are displayed in fig . 10 and~compared with our "experimental"
values of y.., for <r,~�)}. It can be seeä that in both cases the calculated <r~)}
increase at a rate faster than the potential radius, i.e., y�, > y,va . The calculations
with R�~ oc A}(y�~s as 1) qualitatively reproduce the experimental y�� including the
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FiB. 7. Isotope shifts in Coulomb displacement energies (this work) and proton distribution rms
rada ") rotative. to an .!~ dependence (ya 1) between A~ =A-2 and A> >a A (see text).

1 1 1 1 1 ' /1~ 1 1 1 I
112 118 120 124 128

Fis. 8. Same as fls . 7 exceptshiftin rms radiasofneutron exoea as deduced from Coulomb merSias
(eq . (4.3)j is shown. .

Fib. 9. Isotope shin y, of the matter. radü deduced fion shiRa is Coalotab enazHia, and proton
distrlbation (f18. 7). Carve (a):'the neutroa~oro radim chaa,as as the nattas

	

Carve (b):
the neuttnn-core radias varias as that of the ps+oton disMbution (see text). .
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decrease at A = 118. Better quantitative agreement would be obtained if R�,s
incréased slightly less than A}, i.e., yes ~ 0.8. The latter .value is consistent with the
variation of the matter radius, ys, deduced from our dEc datst (fig . 9) .

i~ iw iis i~e rto i22
A~

Fib. 10. comparison of calculated aced "m~perimental� isotope shifts y�, (see fl& 8) of the rms
radius of tée neatroa eixcass in the Sn isotopes. The curves repraeant y�, calculated from i3cs wave
fuactiona '°) Mated is a Woods-Saxon potatttiaL ~(a): R�° = 1.19A} fm, (ya, at 1), Yws
was adjusted to flt the experimental neutron separation errenia. Gwrve (b): R,vs m constant - s.80
fm (y rs sa 0), Y�, was adjusted to at .the experimental neutron separation eaerSiaa . curve (c):
R�s - 1.19A~ fm (y�, as 1), Y�s s constant~ s0.s MeV, with the ae~ron separation eaerdies
varied .Theotherparameters are: o�s - 0.7s fm . Y,,,, - S.s MeV, R,,,, m 1 .OlA~ fm, a,.,. = 0.7s fm.

Thus, the Coulomb energy data and the calculations with the Woods-Saxon poten-
tial yield a self-consistent picture, namely, 1.5 ~ y,=, ~ 1.0, while 1 :0 ~ yo ~ 0.5
for the even-A tin isotopes.

	

.
The internal consistency of the results noted above appears to contradict rocent

suggestions.Zl) that~-the Coulomb displacement energies are relatively independent
of the neutron excess radii.
The analysis presented-above concerns the data for the even-A nuclei. As noted in

subsect. 3.2, however, there is a ~ 20 . keVodd-even shift in dEc for the Sn-Sb and
TaIisobaric pairs . Such a change in. behavior in dE,~ appears to be associated with
the spins ofthe odd-A nuclei 1 s, .19). The odd-A Sn nuclei and 1=sTe have Js,,, _ ~+,
i:e., the odd gnasiparticle is in a 3s} orbital while ls7" 129, 1s1Tc have ~,, _ ~+,
i.e., a 2d} quasiparticle. There are several possible origins of the odd~ven variation
in .dEo ~refs.l ;' 1s)] . There are, however, many effects each contributing 10 to 100
keY, ;with various signs, which s:aa result in , odd-even effects. As discussed else-
whehe i s, .1 s)~ most of these efforts can only be estimated. At the moment, there is
i}o. single satisfactory ezplanationfor the observed odd-even behavior ofthe Coulomb
displacement CIICr$ICS 1 S, 16, 19

	

..,
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4.2 . IA3 WIDTH3

The total width, r, of an IAS can be written as the sum of T-allowed and T-for-
bidden partial decay widths is . az" ss). We have used the following expression :

(4.s)

where r~ are the partial widths in the T-allowed decay channels (mostly proton and
and y decay) and ra is the "spreading" width. The spreading width includes the
compound nucleus widths and isospin-forbidden direct decay channels (e.g., neutron
decay) .
The spreading width, at least in the absence of external mixing is simply related to

an average isospin mixing off-diagonal Coulomb matrix element (V~~ by Zs)

where D is the average spacing of T~ states near the TAS having the same spin and
parity as the IAS. We may determine <Vm~ from the Sn-Sb data for A < 116 as
neutron decay is energetically not allowed. AboveA = 116 the neutron decay widths
must be included, which along . with D can be obtained from neutron resonance
work ~a). If, in addition we assume that the proton âecay widths are small (a fewkeV)
for the even-A nuclei lo. 11.), . ae obtain experimental spreading widths r,~ between
10 and 34 kçVfor the even-A tin isotopes . Using an average level spacing D(J" a 0+)
in Sb at E_ ~ 9MeVof220 eVJlevel as measured in neutron resonance work s4), eq.
(4.9) implies

Vc~~} ~ 0.6-1 .1 keV,

	

(4.10)

for the even-A Sb isotopes, A ~ 116. Dueto uncertainties in determining D(J" = 0+).
our result [eq. (4.10)] is only an order-of-magnitude one, however it is comparable
with values of <Vim) as determined in this mass region in other measurements (0.5 to
4keV) as).
The variation ofr between adjacent odd-A and even-A nuclei andthe increase of

r with increasing A can be ascribed to the A-dependence of the single-particla .partial
widths r, and r� respectively. These widths depend sensitively on the particle decay
energies, which change with A. This correlation is illustrated in fig. 11 where we
display the neutron and proton binding energies together with the excitation energy
of the IAS in the Sb and I residual- nuclei . Superimposed on the ener~r systematics is
the variation of r, the' IAS total width (ßg. 6) . It can ~be seen that r is related to
E=(IAS) andthe proton-dray energy, E~.
As the increase in r for odd-A nuclei appears to be associated mainly with Ep, at

least for 1` _ ~* (fig. 11), we mayuse the difference in r between even-A and odd-
A isotopes as ameasure ofro; the proton partial decay width. This .procedure assumes
that T for the even-A nuclei (J" = 0+ ) is dominated by the spreading width, r~,,
and that r~ varies smoothly between isotopes and may be interpolated . As before,
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A

T~ 3
IAS widths of odd-d nuclei

Fig. 11 . The excitation (F.~, proton binding energy (Er), and neutron binding energy (F�J ofIAS
in Sn-Sb and Te"I [rofs. s" ')]. Suponfmposed on tlu energy syetematics (solid linge) is the variation

(ßg. S) oftho total widths for 1~ = 0+ or }+ IA3 (dashed lins).

Nuclei

	

A

	

l+~

	

This work °)

	

Other work ~)

Te-I

~) ROfs. i- ~) . Fmre 8re Quoted 88 ~~ ~r
°) Calculated using ther" values from refs. i-s) and the r-l'o values deduced from this work.

this assumption is valid if r, for the even-A nuclei is small (~5 keY), as is indeed
indicated by (p, np) measurements t °" tt)"

The values of l'P and r-l'p (~ l'~) extracted in the manner outlined above are
listed in table 3. We also calculate the ratio PP/l' and compare these with values
determined from proton resonances t-3). .Our values for r-rp tend to be smaller

ry
(keV)

r-r"
(~~

r"~r rro
(keY1

r-r~
(keV)

ro~r

0.26
11S }+ 22 0.36°) 8 30 0.21
117 }+ 8 30 0.21 16.5 26 0.39
119 }+ 10 29 . 0.25 17 33 0.34
121 }+ 32 0.23 °) 7.S 32 0.18

}* 32 0.75 °) 24 36 0.47
123 }+ 34 0.21 °) 7 35 0.19

}+ 34 O.SO °) 17 42 0.41

12S }+ 26 23 O.S3 12.2 33 0.27
127 }+ . 24 0.24 °) S.7 38 0.13

}+ 24 O.S7 °) 13 .7 3S 0.28
129 }+ 28 0.22 °) 6.2 4S 0.12

}+ 28 0.35 °) 9.9 38 0.21
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than those determined frôm resonance work as is l'p for 'i'" ii 95n-Sb (jr+), while
for lZ 'To-I (~+) our l'D is larger. Thie result may indicate some inadequacies in our
interpolation procedure forr-lp . As noted previously, however, our values for the
total IAS widths T are in good agrcement with (p, ap) and proton resonance work.

4.3. CROSS SECTIONS AT 0°

Although the main motivation of the present experiment was not cross section
measurements, the close relation to the (p, n} and (p, np) total cross sections (fig . 6)
suggests that the 0° (3He, t) data may be useful in extracting information on the
effective t " t nuclear force. We have analyzedthe 0° (3He, t) data with a microscopic
model ze. 2'}.
The effective force between the target nucleons and the 3He projectile wastaken to

be a Yukawa force with inversé range, h, of 1 fm-1 (ms radüis = 6 fms). The IAS
wave functions were derived from semi-empirical 1ßCS wave functions appropriate
for the Sn isotopes ss). The optical model parameters were extrapolated from the
global set B1 of ref. s9) .
The average strength (and mean deviation) of the effective force required to fit our

data for even-A (J" = 0+ ) isotopes is

V, ., = 11 f4 MeV,

	

(4.11)

for k = 1 fm-1 (we use the same definition of effective force as in refs. so . si)), This
strength wrnsponds to a volume integral of 138f50 MeV " fm3 for the effective
t " t force.
Our result [eq. (4.11)] is to be compared with the values V, . , ~ 40-fi0 MeV (~ _

1 fm - ') deduced from analyses so' si) of 9 oZr(3He, t) for EsH° ~ 30 to 70 MeV.
The values of V, . , deduced from (3He, t) measurements, especially at 8 = 0°, are
sensitive ( factor of two) to the optical model parameters as both the 3He and
triton are strongly absorbed . The triton parameters, particularly, are highly uncertain
as they are extrapolated well beyond the energy region of existing triton elastic scat-
tering data. Nevertheless our value of Y, . , is smaller than the values obtained from
study of the (3He, t) and (p, n) reactions on lighter nuclei is . ss, z9-si).

It has recently been noted 32) that some (3He, t) reactions apparently proceed by
the two-step. process (3He, a) (a,. t). Even through such processes are most important
for anti-analog and non-analog states some contributions to transitions to ga. IA5
are also predicted 32). Although we have made no estimates of the two-step contri-
butions to our data or the ôther relevant data so. si), these may be large enough to
modify our conclusions regarding the relative magnitudes of the effective force
deduced from the various analyses of the (3He, t) reaction.
One feaxure observed in the microscopic calculation is the large variaxion in

(3He, t) cross sections for different orbitals. The cross section for charge exchange of
an Ih~ neutronis twice that of 2d,ß or lgt, andfive times.that of3s}. The lh~ orbital,
it should,be noted, is an "intruder" level from the next major oscillator shell and thus
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has a larger radial extent (rms radius) than the other orbitals. Although our particular
calculations do not repraiuce the observed variation in cross sections for the even-A
isotopes (fig. 6), this, is mostly due to uncertainty in the isotopic variation of the
optical potentials. It is clear, however, that shell effects can easily account for the
isotopic variations observed in thé (3He, t) cross sections, and one cannot a priori
assume asimple dependence .gn neutron excess within an isotopic sequence.

S. Coodaeioes
We conclude the following from the study of IAS in the Sn and Te isotopes using

the (3He, t) reaction at 0° :
(i) The Coulomb displacement energies docrease less rapidly than an A-} depen-

denee. This result when combined with the known isotopic variation of the radius of
the proton distribution (x A}) implies that the neutron-excess radius .increases
slightly fasterahan A} and the total nuclear matter radius of 5n andTe increases.less
than A}, perhaps substantially less.

(ü) The total IAS widths exhibit a marked odd-A even-A e$'ect. This behavior can
be understood in terms of .a variation of.the single-particle decay widths, . primarily
the proton decay width, with decay energy. The data yield proton widths and
spreading widths . The latter correspond to an isospin-violating matrix element of
about 1 keV.

(iü) The 0° (3He, t) cross sections are related to (p, n) total cross sections andmay
be used to obtain information on the t ~ t effective force. The Sn andTe data, how-
ever, indicate an effective force about one-fourth that obtained in previous analyses
for lighter nuclei, assuming a simple direct charge exchange .

We thank the cyclotron crew and stafffor their assistance. WealsothankD. Robson
and G. T. Garvey for information concerning interpretation of the ïAS widths .
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